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General Description

Flight Controls

Ailerons:	 differential, upward 20°, downward 15°, frise design

Flaps:		 Fowler action over first 10°

Rudder:	 23° either side, horn balance

Elevators:	 up 25°, down 18°, horn balance


Landing Gear

- tubular steel landing gear strut

- nose gear: steerable through 8°, can castor up to 30°, spring links system


Braking System

- Co-pilot side pedals are mechanically linked to pilot side brake cylinders

- Parking Brake: press pedals, pull out knob, relax pressure, release knob


CAUTION:	 Excessive force on pedals can lead to fatigue cracks and failures of rudder 

	 	 bars and seat frames.


Electrical System

28 V DC Alternator	 60 A (AC converted to DC by diodes)

24 V Battery	 	 ensures about 30 minutes of daytime flying

Ammeter	 	 shows current flowing to or from the battery

External Power:	 master switch should be turned ON


Stall Warning System

Suction through reed produces a loud tone, which becomes increasingly high pitched 
with increasing AoA --> not dependent on electrical system


Heating and Ventilation System

CABIN HT and CABIN AIR can be used individually

CABIN HT opens path through firewall --> should be turned off prior to engine start


Doors and Windows

- closing of doors: slightly pull them to the stop, open 10 cm and then slam

- this can be done at 65 kts in case of opening of door during flight
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Engine, Oil and Fuel Systems
Engine

- Lycoming O-235-N2C (108 PS)

- four cylinder horizontally opposed

- air-cooled


Cessna recommended leaning for best economy (< 75% Power):

Lean until engine RPM peaks and drops 10 - 25 RPM


ASFG: Lean to peak RPM, then enrichen the mixture by one complete turn of the knob


Climb: Lean above 3’000 ft/msl (ASFG: 5’000 ft)


Ignition System

Both magnetos have impulse couplings that retard the spark during starting


Oil System

Bypass valve sends oil to the oil cooler on left forward face of engine, or bypasses it if the 
oil is cold


When the engine has been running, the oil will take up to 10 minutes to return to the 
sump


Minimum safe quantity:	 4 US quarts


Fuel System

- fuel strainer bowl underneath engine

- cockpit fuel gauges are not accurate enough to assess true fuel quantity

- low fuel levels: prolonged sideslip or skidding may uncover tank outlet

- right hand fuel cap is vented, may leak when completely filling tanks on hot days


Carburetor

- heated air: inlet at the front cowling

- accelerator pump (connected to throttle)
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Limitations
MTOW:	 	 758 kg


Dimensions

Span:	 	 	 10.16 m

Height:	 	 2.6 m

Length:	 	 7.24 m


Airspeed Limitations

Vne	 	 	 149	 KIAS

Vno	 	 	 111	 KIAS

Va @ MTOM	 	 104	 KIAS

Vfe	 	 	 85	 KIAS

Vs1	 	 	 40	 KIAS

Vs0	 	 	 35	 KIAS


Handling
Ground Handling

- push/pulling points: wing strut ends and landing gear struts
- leading edge of horizontal stabiliser MUST NOT be used as pushing point
- Tail can be lowered by pushing down over the horizontal stabiliser front spar adjacent to the 

fuselage or over a rear fuselage bulkhead

Run-Up

Fouled spark plugs suspected:

- 2’000 RPM
- lean for peak RPM for about 10 seconds
- 1’700 RPM
- recheck magnetos
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